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reactions between substances which because of
the high activation energy n ould not react in its
absence Catalvsts find applications not only in
man} industrial processes but are also extensively
used by living organisms where they ire called
en -ymes Current theories hold that the reacting
molecule fits into a hole or groove like a key into
a lock on the enzyme protein where it is held
while the reaction takes place an example of an
enzyme catalysed reaction is the breakdown of
starch bv the body This consists of several
step each of which is controlled by its own
specific enzyme These biological catalysts are
much more efficient than those used in synthetic
reactions both in their specificity and in the
lowering of the energy of activation (i e the
increase in the reaction rate) Sometimes a
foreign molecule which bears a similarity to the
molecule whose reaction is to be catalvsed will
combine with a catalyst If this foreign mole
cule is very stroDgly held by the catalyst then the
latter can no longer periorm itt, function and Is
said to be poisoned This is also true for enzymes
e 7 carbon monoxide and c> anide=, act a1? poisons
by combining with certain iinpoitant eiuymes and
thus inhibit the biochemical reactions on which
tlie functioning of oigans depends
SOME USEFUL APPLICATIONS OF
CHEMISTRY
The application of basic chemical and physical
principles to the manufacturing industries has led
to the technological revolution which began at the
turn of the centuiy and is still gathering mom en
turn Although it is impossible to cover fully
the areas in which the chemical sciences find
application a fev of the more important helds
are noted below
 Surface effects become significant m processes
where the ratio of surface area to bulk volume is
larte for instance where matter Is finely dis
per=ed This is the case in the technology of
paints printing inks detergency dairy products
air and water pollution and solutions of polv
mers The above mentioned properties are also
utilised in processes which involve the deposition
of substances on surfaces e g textile flimhing
(water and crease proofing) metal coatm? herbi
cides cosmetics and adhesives Perhaps the
most important field m which surface behaviour is
one of the determining factors is biologj All
llvin? cells are separated from each other by
membranes and nutrients and other chemicals
are adsorbed on and diffuse through these mem
brands the nature and action of which are as > el
very imperfectly understood (F27(D)
Photochemistry
Like other forms of energy light both visible
and ultraviolet can cau&e chemical changes to
take place and conversed some reactions will
give ri°e to the emission Oi radiation e g
fluorebcence The ultimate source of mo&t of
the energy on each is the radiation from the sun
which bj the process of photosvnthes s (FSS'D)
can be com erted by green plants into the chemical
energy stored in coal oil and carbohj drates
The mechanism of photosynthesis is one of tilt,
most baffling pioblems in chemical kinetics
In photographs a film of gelatin m which are
embedded small grama of silver bromide is ex
po^ed to Ii0ht when a latent image is formed
This is believed to consist of submicroscopie
specks of silver in some of the grains but tlie
mechanism of its foimation is still uncertain
The latent image can be developed into a
negative image (silver) which Is then fixed b>
dissolving away the unreduced silver bromide
 
Electrochemistry
Hjlectrochemistrv deals with processes in "which
chemical energy is converted into electrical energy
or nee versa The most common examples are
the dry battery and the lead storage battery (L13)
although the generation of electricitj by fuel cells
(L43) is fast becoming of industrial importance
Conversely if a current is passed through an
ionic solution a chemical reaction wiE take place
and this principle is employed in the electrolytic
refining of metal ores and in metal plating pro
Surface Chemistry
Surface chemistrj is based on the fact that solid
and liquid surfaces have properties which are
different from those of matter in the bulk state
A molecule A situated in the bulk interacts with
its neighbours but the various forces will cancel
as shown in Fig 4 For a molecule B in the
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fig 4—Surface Forces molecules within the
solid (or liquid) are subject to balanced torces
but for molecules m the surface there is a
resultant downward force
surface there is a net inward pull The surface
is therefore a high energy state and thermo
dynamics predicts that substances will try to
minimise their total surface area In a liquid this
leads to the formation of spherical drops The
solid on the other hand will attract vapours and
liquids which deposit surface films and thus re
duee its surface energy One application of
adsorbed films catalysis has already been dis
cussed
 Analytical Chemistry
This is an important branch of Chenustry and
deals with the identification and quantitative
estimation of substances often m complex max
tuies Where a quantitative analysis is to be
achieved the component under study has first to
be separated in the pure state and then a suitable
method must be found to determine its concentra
tion in the mixture In eaiher da> s most analyti
cal techniques were based on chemical reactions
which were specific for the compound to be sepa
rated Thus sodium chloride and sodium sul
phate can be separated by mating use of the fact
that many metal sulphates are mholuble in water
so that if a solution of say barium chloride is
added to the mixture barium sulphate mil pre
cipitate as solid and can be removed from the
sodium chloride by filtration If the amount of
mixture initially used and the amount of pre
cipitated barium sulphate are known then from,
the chemical formulae for barium and sodium
sulphates BaS04 and NajSO, it is easy to calcu
late the percentage of sodium sulphate in the
original mixture
During the last 25 years chemical analytical
techniques have gradually been superseded by
much more refined physical methods Most rm
portant among these are the spectroscopie methods
which can distinguish between small differences in
energies associated with the vibrationol motions of
different chemical bonds Some of these tech
maues not only measure energy differences but can
detect minute amounts of energy such as the
energy liberated by a burning candle at a distance
of 1 mile
The detection identification and sometimes the
quantitative estimation of very minor constituents
of mixtures is frequently of great unpoitance in
industrial processes and products For instance
the presence of 1 g of iron in a ton of edible oil •will
rapidly cause the oil to turn rancid. Another
example of the importance of traces of chemical
compounds is provided by flavour and aroma of
foodstuffs and perfumes Frequently the charac
teristic agreeable odour of a product is due to
minute concentrations of one or several fairly
simple organic compounds which at higher con
centrations possess a quite unpleasant odour
The isolation of these compounds from natural

